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D A T A  P R O T E C T I O N  I N
S I N G A P O R E

A Case islntion

INTRODUCTION

1. The Sub-Committee for Technology & [.aw is part of the Law Reform

Committee, Singapore Academy of Law.l Its role is to consider the legal aspects of

technology and to make recommendations where appropriate. In recent years, the most

profound technological changes have been in information technology. The Committee

has therefore concentrated on this and has identified the following areas for study

during it; term of office:

-Data Protection

-Computer Misuse
-Computer Output as Evidence

2. The intention of this paper is to define and discuss the issues and to present

proposals for consideration by interested part ies. In part icular, the issue to be examined

is whether legislat ion is desirable in this area and if  so, what form it ought to take. It  is

important to note at this point that the issues of data protection are related to, but

distinct from, those involving computer misuse. Laws on data protection have as their

primary aim the protection of 'personal information'. Such protection usually takes the

form of restricting the transfer of information among data u$ers, both nationally and

intemationally. Legal rights are usually given to data subjects to remedy any misuse of

data by the data users. Laws against computer misuse are usually criminal in nature

and have as their main aim the punishment of offenders who misuse computers either

for pro6t or for gratuitous diversion. These laws therefore are discrete but

complementary.

3. The use of computers to store and process data is now commonplace in Singapore.

The collection and processing of personal information is on the increase as is the

impetus for networking, both nationally and intemationally.2 In the midst of the

technological progress, the interests of data subjects should not be ignored. Data users

Possess vast amounts of data about individuals and institutions, frequently of a
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sensitive nature. The information may be quickly retrieved either in the form in which it

is entered or processed with other data to form another, perhaps more thorough,

picture of the data subject. The risks of unauthorised disclosure and abuse are manifold
- such disclosure may cause economic loss, emotional distress or even physical harm.

Now, any data subject who is aggrieved has to rely on existing legal remedies that may

be inadequate or inappropriate.

4. Singapore's national poliry to promote the use of information technology should be
accompanied by modem rules and regulations so that information technology develop-
ments can take place under controlled conditions. The pace of technological change in

general and information technology in particular, has usually outstripped legal change.

While this may be expected and tolerated, the law ought not to lag too far behind.

5. The Australian Law Reform Commission recently completed an impressive
general study of Privacy.3 The Report identified nine sources of concem created by the
informatics industry - Atnount, Speed, Cost, Linknges, Profiles, Nat Profes:ion, Accessibitity,
Centralizatiort, lnternatiorul.4 According to the Commission, the increase in storage and
processing Power coupled with reducing costs of hardware and software al l  make for
the ease with wNch information can be stored, processed and used. Standardization of
communication protocols also enable the widespread exchange of data, whether
domestical ly or intemationally.

6. An important concem is the abil i ty of computers to l ink disparate data to form
composite profiles of data subjects. The proliferation of information systems also means
that there is a corresponding growth in the number of professionals. Unlike the well-
established professions the doctors, lawyers, accountants and engineers no general
disciplinary body exists to control computer professionals. Neither is there a code of
conduct laying down general principles and norrrs of good behaviour. In many

iurisdictions, particularly the Western ones,s these concems have led to legislation. In-
temationally, the Council of Europe and the Council of the OECD have been in the
forefront in setting the policies and standards for national legislation.6 Most data
protection legislation adopt, mutadis mutandis, the principles set out in the guidelines
provided by these two institutions. The Sub-Committee's view is that these in-
temational guidelines are useful in determining the framework for legislation in
Singapore.
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R e a s o n s  f o r  l e g i s l a t i o n
PROTECTION OF DATA SUBIECTS

7. There is little doubt that the main motive for data protection or privacy

legislation is the need to protect the interests of individual data subjects. Privacy is

perceived as a fundamental right deserving legal protection. Privary laws have been

justified on cultural, psychological and religious grounds, Privacy laws may also serve

the practical function of ensuring that data collected for one purpose be prevented from

being used for another less suitable purpose and thus avoiding policies that may be

based on misleading data.7 The protection also may extend across national

boundaries.S

8. The information services market is also growing. Public sector bodies are being

regarded more and morre as major producers of basic information and data which they

collect routinely, not just from the people but also from other institutions such as banks

and public companies. The public sector is seen as havirg the potential to be a strong

provider of information goods and services. At the same time, there must be some

thought paid to the extent to which such information may be distr ibuted to other data

users. In addition to rules protecting information conceming national security and

affairs of state, the protection of personal data and similar information should be

provided. In other words, the regulation of the public sector's use and distr ibution of

information of al l  t1pes, should be explicit ly provided for in legislat ion.

PROVISION OF STANDARDS FOR DATA USERS

9. The growth of the informatics industry brings with it a new profession data

users and their staff. Information given in confidence by data subjects is handled daily

by operators who are not subject to any general code of conduct similar to those

imposed on engineers, lawyers, doctors and accountants. The diversity of functions and

personnel adds to the problem: who or what level of computer operators should be

subject to codes of conduct?9

10. Besides the problem of operator responsibility, toda/s technology enables data

users to hide information through security measures such as passwords, encryption

and the like. Where there is no duty to disclose such information or a duty to verify or

correct data, data subjects may be prejudiced by data that may be incorrectly entered, or

cormpted while being processed or retrieved. Decision-makers relying on inaccurate

data may come to the wrong conclusions.

Woanue Ppea 1: Datr. Paorrcnorrl at Swcrpone
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CONFORMITY WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
11. The growth of the informatics industry is fuelled by the ease with which data
links can be established across national boundaries. Transborder data flows are now
commonplace and increasing. Also evident is the recognition especially by European
countries of the dangers attendant to transborder data flows of personal data. All Euro-
pean legislation, whether enacted or prospective, provide restrictions on transborder
data flows unless the recipient country also has legislation that protect the rights of data
subjects.

12. The three reasons given are sufficient to justify legislative action of some sort. It
must not be thought still that there are no countervailing interests that may affect the
issue whether there ought to be such legislation. A duty to disclose information for
instance may in appropriate circumstances adversely affect criminal investigations, or
economic relations or national security. In the private sector, the protection of financial
resources and assets and the protection cf managerial effectiveness and efficacy are
interests that may restr ict the scope of data protection laws. The existence of such inter-
ests means that the function of a data protection law_

should fbe to] prwide a framamrk for finding a balance between the interests of the indi-
aidunl, the dnta user and the cornmunity at large.7o

B a s i c  l d e a s
DATA, /NFORTVLAflON /ND PRIVACY
13. Data itself is an amoqphous word, usually referring to information that is in a
processable forrr.ll This is narrower than the word inforuration that may cover all
forms of recognizable fact and opinion. The [egal protection of infornration in its widest
sense is beyond the scope of any single piece of legislation. It may involve constitutional
or public law or criminal law besides private law remedies. The criminal law, for in-
stance, is used to protect information criminal defamatiory unauthorised disclosure of
confidential information and so on.12 The protection of infonnation as distinct from
data may involve freedom of information legislation. Such legislation usually confers on
individuals the right to disclosure of information kept in the public sector.l3 An exten-
sive law on information is not within the purview of this Sub-Committee. The reasons
justifying frtedom of information legislation primarily based on open government are
not the sarne as those justifying data protection laws. Even countries with extensive
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privacy laws like Australia have provided for freedom of information legislation in a

separate legal instrument. l4

14. Where there is specific data protection legislation, it normally protects personal data.
The addit ion of personal to the word is an important quali f ication and dist inguishes it
from laws on freddom of information and privacy. Privary is a wider concept, involving
three separate elements: secrecy, anonymity, solitude.l5 Thrs, a law on privacy would
cover not only misuse of information provided by individuals but also phpical
intrusions (arrest, search and seizure powers, covert surveillance etc..). Data protection
is normally referred to as informational privary and is a subset of rules protecting
privary generally. Territorial privacy and privacy of the person are protected by the
criminal law and procedure and by the law of torts.
PERSONAT DATA

15' An important concept in determining the scope of data protection legislation is
personal data or personal :nformation. Statutory definitions of this vital concept are
varied. For example, the Australian definition defines personal information as informa-
tion about a natural person from which, or by the use of which, the person can be
identified.l6 The Canadian Privacy Act 1982 prefers to spell out the types of personal
information. The formula includes-
' information relating to race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age or marital
status;
' information relating to the education, medical, criminal or employment history and
information on his financial transactions;
' any identifying number, symbol or other particular assigned to the individual;
. the address, fingeqprints orblood type of the individual;
. records of the penonal opinions of the individual;
. confi dential correspondence;
' confidential views or opinions of others about the individ ual.17
16. In defining what personal information ought to cover, one important issue is
whether it ought to include legal penons, that is, coqporations and societies. Some
countries do include legal persons in their legislation: Austria, Denmark and France.
Others take the view that it is enough to protect natural persons Australia, UK, Ireland.
Several reasons may be given for restricting the legislation to natural or living persons.
First, the laws relating to business are very different from those relating to individuals..
The laws on restraint of trade, copyright and patents are based on policy conceming
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business competition. Secondly, if corporations were included, they may see such

legislation as a means to finding out what their rivals know about them. This potential

abuse to data protection law would detract from its main purpose, namely to protect

the interests of data subjects rather than to provide a weapon for business insti tut ions.

Third, there is the fear that including corporations in data protection legislation may

make the scheme too large and unmanageable. I t  may also be unnecessary. I f  a data

protection law includes corporate entities, attention may be diverted from the policies

underlying the protection of information about natural persons. For these reasons,

therefore, the approach of the Sub-Committee is to restrict its view of personal informa-

tion to information on natural or living persons only.

DATA PROTECTION

17. This open-ended phrase means different things to different people. Data usersl8

may identify the phrase with the need to keep data secure from unauthorized use or

disclosure. Data subjects may regard such a phrase as conceming rights to the

information kept about them by the data users. For the purposes of this Paper, it is from

the viewpoint of the data subjects that the Sub-Committee is concemed. In other words,

a data protection law has as its primary objective the protection of the data subjects

from the misuse of information collected about him by data users, both in the public

and private sectors.

T h e  P r e s e n t  L e g a l  F r a m e w o r k  i n  S i n g a p o r e 1 9
18. The existing legal controls in the protection of personal information are not

computer-specific. They were evolved when the informatics industry was either non-

existent or insignificant. For instance, there are no laws at this time dealing with elec-

tronic breaking and entering. The availability of criminal or civil sanctions against

misuse of personal information are affected by civil and criminal procedural rules that

may hinder success. The Sub{ommittee is of the view that existing law is not adequate

to meet the growth experienced in the inforrratics industry.

LEGISI/TTON

19. The existing legislation protecting the disclosure of personal information is

primarily in the public sector. It is not computer-specific and applies to all types of

records whether kept in computers or other means. Statutes with sanctions for dealing

with improper disclosure of information by public servants include-
-Official Semets Act (Cap 27qr20
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-Telecommunications Authority of Singapore Act (Cap 323);
-Monetary Authority of Singapore Act (Cap 186);
-Statutory Bodies & Government Companies (Protection of Secrery) Act (Cap 319).
20. Typically, these statutes provide for criminal sanctions in the event of unauthorised
disclosure of confidential information. Where a public officer is under the Official
Secrets Act, he may also be liable if he did not take reasonable care to secure infor-
mation.21

21. In the private sector, there is little by way of legislation imposing sanctions for
disclosure of information. The primary example is the Banking Act (Cap 19) that
protects information relating to money or other relevant particulars of customers and
their accounts.2

COMMON-LAW

22. At commonlaw, protection for personal information may depend on whether there
is a contractual relationship between the data subject and the unauthorised user. If a
contract does not exist, the remedies may l ie in the law of torts or resti tut ion. It  may be
added that common-law remedies appear to be the main recourse in the private sector.

Actions in contract

23. Where there is a term in the contract, either express or implied, to prevent a party or
his agents from disclosing confidential information, an action for breach may be sus-
tained. Damages may be recoverable or where appropriate, an injunction preventing
the disclosure. One writer has suggested that the best way to protect personal in-
formation is by way of an express term that there should be no disclosure except with
the written consent of the subject.23

24.Yet, the law of contract may not be adequate for several reasons: first, the prevalencc
of standard form contracts may preclude the inclusion of terms conceming confidential
information. Second, the law of contract is developed with a vieh, to compensating loss.
It is not particularly suited as a pneventive device. Also, disclosure of information may
cause not just financial loss but emotional distress and the like. The law of contract
frowns on necovery for mental distress. Finally, there may be no way to stop one party,
especially the dominant party, from the use of exclusion clauses to escape liability.

Breach of Confidence

25' The common-law provides that a supptier of confidential information may obtain an
injunction to stoP another from wrongfully disclosing confidential information. But,
three conditions must be satisfied: first, the information must be of a confidential
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nature; secondly, there must be a duty to keep such information confidential; thirdly,

there must have been a breach of this duty. Finally, the plaintiff must show that there

was unauthorised use to the detriment of the owner of the information. The success of

this type of action depends on whether the party knows about the potential breach and

takes action quickly enough to prevent it. There is no scope for the remedy once the in-

formation is made public.z4 The costs of legal action may also be a deterrence to action

by the aggrieved party, especially where the information may be viewed to be

somewhat trivial.

Other ciail reneilies

26. The law of torts does compensate for mental distress and physical loss. But, again, it

is compensatory in nature. There is also no development of a tort of privary similar to

that evolved by the US courts. Under the US doctrine, an unreasonable invasion of

privacy (such as undue publicity about the private life) of the plaintiff can give rise to a

cause of action. In Singapore, a plaintiff may have to base his action in negligence or

trespass to goods (e.g., in the case of unauthorised access to a database). Collusion

between the data users' employees and outside part ies may be evidence of a conspiracy

though it is necessary even in such a case to prove that there is an intention to cause

harm to the employer. I f  a third party induces an employee to disclose information

contrary to the terms of the employment contract, there may be a cause of action based

on inducing breach of contract. Finally, disclosure or use of information that is inaccu-

rate or incomplete may give rise to actions in negligence or defamation. Disclosures

may also be prevented by the law relating to State privilege or legal professional privi-

lege.%

T h e  O v e r s e a s  E x p e r l s n c e
INTERNATIONAT GUIDEUNES

27. The international scene has been dominated by two intemational instruments

providing guidelines for national legislation. These are the OECD Guidelines on the

Protection of Privacy & Transborder Data Flows of Personal Data26 and the Council of

Europe Convention (Ireaty 70q.27 Although the guidelines are not obligatory even for

member states of the OECD, almost all the countries have expressly in their national

legislation embraced the principles. These guidelines must therefore be the starting

point for any proposals. Recently, the United Nations has published similar draft

guidelines for consideration by member states.28
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OECD BASIC PR/NCIPLES OF NATIO N AL APPUCA TION
28' The Guidelines were drafted to balance the competing interests between protecting
privacy and promoting a free flow of information. The Preamble to the Guidelines
recognises that transborder data flows of personal data may contribute to economic and
social development and that such f lows could be hindered by domestic data protection
legislation. Countries are encouraged to avoid placing unnecessary obstacles to the free
flow of information.

29' There are eight basic principles that can be classified according to the
information processing cycle - collectiory storage, use and disclosure.
COLLECTION LIMITATION PRINCIPLE
There should be limits to the collection of perxrul data and any such data should be obtained by
lazoful and fair menns and, where apyopriate, with the knowledge and consent of the d.ata sub-
ject.

DATA OUALITY PRINCIPLE

Pusornl futta should be relannt to the purposes for which they are used, and, to the exteti
necessary for those purposes, should be accurnte, complete and kept up-to-date.
PLIRPOSE SPECIFICATTON PRINCIPLE
The purposes Jor u'hich persorul data nre cc'tllected should be specified not later than at the time
of dntn collection and the subsequent use limited to the futfilment of those purposes or such
others ns are not irtcompatible with those purposes and as are specit'ied on each occ4sion of
change or purpose.

30' These three principles are primarily about the data collection stage. The
principles impose duties on data collectors one, that they must obtain their data
lawfully and fairly twq that they must be clear about the purpose or purposes for
which the data is obtained and three, that the data so collected is properly stored and
updated' The data subject should know of the purpose for which the data is collected
before such information is given.
USE LIMITANON PRINCIPLE
Personal dnta should not be disclosed, made auilable or othmtise uxd for the purvoses otha
tlun those specified in accordance with [the Purpox Specification principle] except
- with the consent ol the dnta subject; or
4y the authorig of laut.
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gECURITY SAFEG UARDS PRINCIPLE

Personal dnta should be protected by reasonable searity ufeguards against such risks as loss or

unauthorised access, destrucliotr, use, modit'ication or disclosure of data.

31. The Use Limitation Principle may indirectly prohibit most data users from sale

of the database. This is because very few people are likely to give personal data freely

so that another party may profit from the sale of it. The exceptions are important either

there should be express legislation requiring the disclosure or the data subject's consent

must be obtained. The demands placed on data users by the Security Safeguards

Principle are fairly obvious. Security measunes are essential to the integrity of the data

users' systems and it would be an imprudent (probably negligent) data user indeed

who would not implement security measures in his information system.
OPENNESS PRINCIPLE

There should be a gennal policy of opanuss about datelopments, yactice and policies with

respect to pusotul data. Mans :hould be readily auilnble of establishing tlu eistence and

nnture of persorul dnta and the main purposes of their use as well as the identity and usual

residence of the dnta controller.

32. This principle and the one below form the basis of the rights of data subjects.
Without the Openness Principle that would al low data subjects to identify data users
and the data, the r ights to challenge and change data would be i l lusory.

INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION PRINCIPLE

An indiaidual shouldhaae the ight-

(a) to obtain from a ilata controller or othenrix, confirmation of whether or not the data control-
ler lus data relnting to him;

(b) to luoe communicated to him, data relating to him-
(i) within areasonable timq
(ii) at a clurge, if any, tlut is not excessioe;
(iii) in a rensotuble manner; and
(ia) in aform that is readily inteiliglble to him;

(c) to be gioen reasons if a request made under sub- paragraphs (a) and (b) is denied, and to be
able to challenge such denial; and
(d) to challenge dnta relating to him and if the chnllnge is successful, to luue the data erased,
rectit'ied, completed or amended.

33. With the Openness Principle, this Principle will confer meaningful rights to data
subjects. But, it strikes a balance between the right to know and the cost of knowledge
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because the Principle does allow for the data users to impose a reasonable charge for

providing the information. The cluster of rights which this Principle entails will

generally ensure that information kept in databases is accurate and updated regularly.

ACCOUNTABILITY PRINCIPLE

A data controller should be accountnble for complying with mmsures that giue effect to the
principles stnted aboae.

Y. Without enforcement machinery, the rights conferred on individual data
subjects would be illusory. It is a matter of national policy how stringent the measunes

should be to get a satisfactory level of compliance.

THE COUNCILOF EUROPE CONYENTION

35. The Convention was opened for ratification in January 1981 and came into force on
October 1, 1985. Ratification of the Convention can only take place after a state has
enacted domestic legislation taking into account the principles embodied in the
Convention.29

36- The Convention is directed primarily at controlling automated personal data
fi les and automatic processing of personal data in both the public and private sectors.
Article 6 restricts the processing of certain types of data. The Article states-

Persorul dnta reuenling rncial oigin, political opiniorts or religious or other beliefs, as well as
perntul dntn concerning health or serual tit'e, mny not be processed automaticnlly unless
domestic law proaides ndequnte xfegunrds. The sarne shntl apply to persorul drtta rel^ating to
crimi nal co nzs i ct ions.

37' This Article envisages that sensitive data requires special consideration. Further
it identifies the tlpes of sensitive data that ought to be specially provided for. The
question as to what is sensitive must necessarily differ from country to country. For
example, Singaporeans may not find data revealing their racial origin to be particularly
sensitive. At the same time, they would probably regard data about their financial
assets and liabilities as of great sensitivity.

38. The Convention also provides for the extent to which data users may be exempt
from the requirements of data protection laws. The derogation from such principles is
permissible when it is -

proaided for by the law of the Party and corstitutes a necessry measure in a d.emocratic xciety
in the intoests of:

- protecting State security, public sfety, the monetary interests of the State or the sup-
yession of oiminal offarces;
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- protecting the dnta subject of the rights and feedoms of others.n

39. The Convention thus explicitly recognises the countervailing interests that may

limit the rights of data subjects. These limits may mean that there can be no right of

disclosure with respect to certain databases, for example, those involving the cata-

loguing of evidence of crimes. It  would be dangerous indeed if  a suspect can require

information about witnesses' names by exercising his right to know the nature of the

case against him. The provision of these exceptions to data protection obligations ap-

pear quite broad. It is up to the good sense of the government and other institutions to

aPPly the spirit of the Convention and not to provide for too many categories of

exemptions.

THE UN GU/DEUNES

40. The United Nations have released a draft set of Guidelines on Computerised

Personat Data Files.31 These are expected to be approved by the General Assembly in

due course. There are eleven Articles and six Principles with ancillary provis:ons. Al-

though the Guidelines follow the OECD Guidelines, they are mor€ specific in what

ought not to be done. For example, the Principle of Non-Discrimination provides that-

data likely to giae rise to unlnuful or arbitrary discrimination, especially infonnation on racial

or ethnic origin, colour, sex lit'e, politial opinions, religious, philosophiut beliefs as well as

manbership of an nssocintion or a trnde union, should not be compiled.
4'l'. There is some similarity between this Principle and that contained in Article 5 of
the Convention. It is wider than the latter in including membership of trade unions.

But, it may be asked whether this is not unduly excessive even a trade union would not

be able to computerise its membership lists under this Principle.lt is submitted that the
key lies in the opening words data likely to give rise to unlawful discrimination.
Whether a database would fall foul of this Principle then depends on how the
information in it is used.

42. There is also an exceptions clause in the UN Guidelines. Personal data need not
be disclosed where the interests of national security, public health, public order or
morality are likely to be prejudiced by such disclosure. But, such exceptions must be
provided for in legislation and limits and safeguards specified.
43. In terms of enforcement machinery, the UN Guidelines are more specific. By
Article 8, it is provided that-
the law of a,ery country shnll designnte the authority thnt, according to its domestic legal sys-
tem, is to be responsible for superuising ob*nsance ol the principles set forth abooe. This author-
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ity shall offer guarantea of impartiality and technical competence. ln tfu nent of aiolation ol the
prwisiotts of the national hw implementing the aforanentioned principles, crimitnl petulties
shouldbe enainged togethn with the approyiate remedies.
14. This Article is useful in that it clearly sets out the nature of the enforcement and
monitoring insti tut ions that f irst, i t  must be independent (presumably of al l  interested
parties in both the public and private sectors) and secondly, that it must have the neces-
sary technical expertise. Finally, there is very little to quarrel with the proposition that
any data protection law must be backed up by criminal sanctions together with
remedies for data subjects.

45' These three international instruments provide useful guides to the drafting of
national legislation. But, it would be prudent to look also at the nature of existing
national legislation: the aim here is to find the common features. It is not intended to
comment separately on the variety of provisions and techniques involved in each coun-
try's legislation.32

NATIONAL LEGISI.AT/ON

46' Legislation at the national level is so diverse in terms of content and institutions
that i t  would be beyond. the scope of this Paper to examine the thirty or so models.33
Some countries such as Sweden feel so strongly about the matter that they have
introduced amendments at the constitut ional level to reflect the importance of data
protection r ights. Thus, the Swedish constitut ional document the Instrument of Gov-
'ernment has been recently amended to inctude the provision that -
Eo,ry citizen shall to thc ertent more preci*Iy laid down by tmp be protected against infring*
meats of his pnxruI prioacy by recording information about him by automatic data 71oess-
ing.34

47' On the other hand, national or state govemments may prefer to be cautious and
just implement guidelines while registation is being considered, e.g., Hong Kong.35
48' When examining common features, certain key issues may be identified. These
are-

(1) whether there ought to be legislation or whether the public and private sectors
ought to be self-regulating?

(2) whether legislation or rules should apply to all forrrs of records, manual or
automatic?

(3) what are the institutions required to ensure
fective?
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(4) who or what should be exempted from the obligations of data protection laws?

SCOPE OF DATA PROTECTION: BLANKET OR SECTORIAL APPROACH?

19. One difference in legislative scope is that some countries prefer to enact one

statute to cover all sectors, e.9., UK, France whereas other countries have different

instmments for different sectors. Usually, the dist inction is between the public and

private sectors. The US, Canada and Japan for example have legislation governing the

public sector but not the private sector. Given the diversity of automatic processing,

both in terms of content and methods, it is now more common to find a general statute

providing only general principles similar to those in the intemational instruments. The

general statute is buttressed by subsidiary legislation or codes of conduct that are

sectorial in nature. In this way, the law can move with technological change. Codes of

conduct can respond to changes quicker.

SCOPE OF LEGISLATION- MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC PROCESSING?

50. Countries like France, Germany, Denmark, Norway regard manual records in

the same way as automatical ly processed ones and apply the same rules. However,

such an approach usually increase the administration costs tremendously as the

registration and monitoring tasks wil l  be quite immense. The arguments for including

manual records are that the same dangers of misuse are present; that i f  there is a

distinction made between manual and automatic records, there will be difficulty

classifying hybrid systems.S At some stage, there is probably some manual data

handling e.g., filling in an application form or a questionnaire. Third, the exemption of
manual record systems may lead to data users evading the data protection laws by not
automating their records systems. While there is substance in these arguments, it must
be balanced against the costs. Not only will the administration be expensive but also

inconvenient. It is also expected that given the obvious advantages of automatic
processing data users will want to avoid it just to evade data processing regulations.
On balance, it is probably preferable to restrict laws to automatic processing where the
dangers are perceived to be the greatest. In contrast, manuat records or paper files are
less prone to unauthorised manipulation as the perpetrators have to gain physical ac-
cess to such files.
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SCOPE OF LEGISLATION: CATEGORIES OF PERSONAL DATA

51. Paragraphs 13 and 14 above already refer to the problems of defining what is

personal data. It is pertinent to note that a data protection law that attempts to cover all

types of personal data may be difficult to implement. Neither is it necessary for certain

personal data may be of low sensitivity. Low sensitivity data such as telephone

numbers and addresses that are listed in a telephone directory may not cause much

concem as such data can hardly be said to be confidential.3T As the sensitivity of data

increases, so must the protection. Certain legislation like the Irish Data Protection Act

1988 only requires registration for those data users dealing with the restricted categories

of data mentioned in the Convention. Thus data controllers keeping data on racial

origins, political opinions, religious beliefs, health etc.. would have to register.

52. It may be possible to examine the various categories of personal data and to

determine the degree of sensitivity. Data subjects who disagree with a general

classification may, as is true of a telephone subscriber, inform data users of their special

sensitivities and have such information removed from the database. Of course, data

users of personal data may sti l l  be under the obligations imposed by a data protection

law. But, as in the lrish Act, the nature of obligations may differ according to the

sensit ivity of information kept.

IMPLEMENTATION: CONTROL INSTITUNONS

53. The international instruments all envisage data protection authorities to have a

certain measure of autonomy. In practice, however, there is as expected, wide

differences as to how independent a data protection authority must be. In theory, the

data protection authority has to protect the interests of'the data subjects against both

public sector data users as well as private sector data users. Complete autonomy may

involve a person such as an Ombudsman, as in the Finnish model. At the other end, the

Japanese data protection authority is part of the Prime MinisteCs Office.S By and large,

Western nations are mor€ concemed with the independence of the data protection au-

thority. This is expected as the traditions of the separation of powers are better

observed. ln many cases, the rights of data subjects are buttressed with further rights of
appeal to quasi-judicial tribunals. Of course, necourse may be had to the courts if data
subjects prefer to invoke the full weight of the law.
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IMPLEMENTATION: LEGISLATTON oR voLUNTARy coDEs oF coNDUcT?
g' As described in the preceding paragraphs, many countries have opted for
legislation. Voluntary codes of conduct are seen to be interim measures which are
brought in to fill the gap while legislation is being prepared.3g Other countries such as
Japan may legislate only for one sector usually the public sector and leave the private
sector to provide their own codes of conduct. Such a solution is not common in the
European countries. Codes of conduct such as those in the UK are made under the aegis
of the legislation. It was felt that voluntary codes of conduct would not be adhered to by
those for whom such guidelines are intended. Sanctions can only be imposed by legis-
lation and for the codes of conduct to be effective, they must be supported by
legislation.

IMPLEMENTATION . EXEMPTIONS

55' All the data protection legislation and internationat instruments provide
exemptions for certain data users from all or some of the obligations. Exemptions may
be defended on several grounds:
'  no natural person can be identif ied from the stored data;
' disclosure may prejudice national security or national economic interests;
'  the data may concem only tr ivial matters such as domestic records or recreational
activities;
'  disclosure may prejudice the data subject.
56' Most countries recognise that there must be some eremptions from disclosure.
State interests may in certain circumstances prevail over individual rights disclosing
information on tax evasion to the suspect may hinder criminal investigatioru. Where
medical information is concemed, disctosure of such information may cause shock or
mental distress to the patient. The data user probably the medical practitioner in this
example may have to have residual powe6 to refuse disclosure. Such residual powers
must be defined with some care and must not become the route for data users to escape
responsibility- At the same time, such detailed exemptions should ideally not be in
legislation but in codes of conduct which are made under the aegis of legislation.
57' Existing national legislation therefore shows great diversity both in content and
technique. All purport to comply with the OECD Guidelines. The models range from
the minimal ones like the Japanese model (restricted to public sector and accountable to
the PM) to wide or maximatist models such as the Airstratian Privacy Act. Compliance
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with the OECD principles then may be flexible although one must not lose sight of the
general aim of data protection, which is, the protection of data users.

[Part II - Options for Singapore - follows this page]
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PART II

O P T I O N S  F O R  S I N G A P O R E

CENER.AL CONSIDER,ATIONS

58' The reasons for legislation are discussed above in paragra phs 7-12. Here, in
making proposals, the Sub-Committee is conscious that data protection is a relatively
new concePt even in the West. New legal rights for data users are created by legislation
and are not normally within the contemplation of data subjects. It may therefore be
thought that such laws are unnecessary- the people do not expect them and there is no
demand for them. At the same time,'enactment may restrict data users' freedom to use
information, and may cause needless inconvenience to all parties. It may also be
asserted that data protection laws may arrest the growth of the database industry.
59' The Sub-Committee recognises these argur:rent: but is of the view that
whatever the short-term benefits of non-action, it is not in Singapore,s long- term
interests i f  i t  wants to succeed as a world class exploiter and provider of IT products
and services.40 For the existing data protection legislation of all countries do provide
for restrictions to transborder data flows to countries without reciprocal legislation.4l
The Sub-Committee submits that globalization of the informatics industry require con-
formity to international conventions. Further, a desire to protect information and more
importantly, data subjects, demonstrates the maturity of the industry and country.
Rules to Sovern data collection, use and disclosure comprise the heart of standards for
governing the conduct of computer professionals.
60' Another argument is that such legislation may hinder data sharing and
consequently reduces the value of computerisation. Certain countries, notably the major
Western democracies, have legislation or guidelines preventing the cross-matching of
data particularly in the public sector. There is a dislike, even repugnance, for
govemment agencies having too much information about individuals. This issue is ex-
amined further below.

LEGISLATION FOR PUBUC & PRIVATESECTORS?
67' The Sub-Committee first considered whether, if there is a case for data
protection legislation, it should cover both the public and private sectors.
62' Having offered rieasons for legislation above, the Sub- Committee considered the
various options availabre for a data protection raw. These are:
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(a)No legislative action rely on existing law;
(b) Voluntary codes of conduct in all sectors;
(c) Mandatory rules (legislation) in the public sector; voluntary codes in
the private sectoq

(d) Mandatory rules (legislation) in the private sectoq voruntary codes
in the public sectoq
(e) Mandatory rules (legislation) for all sectors.

63' As explained in paragraphs 1g26, existing legal remedies are inappropriate or
inadequate for the problems concerning automated databases, the main problem being
that there is usually no right of access to check and amend data (unless the data subject
makes it a term of the contract). option (a) retaining the status quo is only acceptable if
data protection is not seen as being of benefit to the country.
&' The main l imitation to the use of voruntary codes (option b) is that
most stop-gap measures. As a leamed author puts i t ,
"The dangn is thnt any uoluntary (tgreanett utill be subyribed to nnd unied out
u'hom it is lenst necessary, and eithn naded or igtored by the othns.,e
65' As the experience of other countries have sho*'n, the more accepted approach is
legislat ion' some only legislate for the public sector and al low the private sector to be
self-regulatory' This is the approach being tr ied out in Japan, for example. But the sub-
Committee perceives that this is unsatisfactory because a large sector would be left to
self-regulation and in the view of the members, this attracts the same criticism as option
2' namely that self- regulation on such matters is no better than no regulation at all. Fur-
thermore, legislating.on the public sector alone may give the wrong signal to all
concerned' that only the public sector needed to be controlled and that private industry
can do whatever it likes with similar data. Finally, it is noticeable that the public sector
is very conscious of the need for security and pmtection of data. It is govemed
extensively by in-house guidelines and sanctions for non- compliance are present.
certain large organizations in the private sector may have such guidelines too, but this
is not as widespread as one would have liked.
6' The converse option, that is, the regulation of the private sector alone may also
present difficulties' It has been debated in other countries before, e.g., Canada, where it
was found that the private sector objected to the proposals because it did not see why
legislation should cover only private-sector databases. The threat to individuat privacy
is perceived to be greater in the public sector.
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67 ' The remaining option: legislate for both sectors is probably the prefered option.
It is possible however to distinguish between the legislation and its implementation.
Thus, it may be preferable to adopt a cautious approach to data protection im-
plementing trial codes of practice on selected sectors like the Direct Marketing sector or
the public sector before the furt operation of the legislat ion is effected.
D ATA PROTECTION FOR ALTTOMATED DAT ABASES ONLYT
68' The Sub-Committee next considered whether regulations should be limited to
personal data about natural persons and which is kept in automated databases or
whether the law ought to be more extensive.
69' For reasons already explained in paragraph 16, above, the Sub-Committee does
not view it appropriate to include non-nah:ral persons into the data protection
legislation' The danger is that the legislation may become an instrument to be used for
the gathering of business intel l igence. Such a occurrence would certainly not be
welcome' It ought to be eno'rgh to ensure that data about natural data subjects be
protected.

PR /MAR Y AA/D SECONDAR Y LEG/SI,4 TION
70' The Sub-Committee discussed techniques for legislation if such legislation is
regarded as desirable. Several options may be considered:

(a) omnibus Iegislation containing rules and principles for all sectors,
including sectorial rules where necessary;
(b) Main Iegislation on broad principles and institutions sectorial

guidelines (secondary legislation) to be incorporated by reference;
(c) Separate main legislation for each sector.

77' Experience from overseas suggest that Option (a) ought to be eschewed. Such
extensive legislation is hard to draft, crcate enorrnous problems for implementation,
and in an area where changes to technology are so rapid, may become outdated
quickly' In 1989, the Committee of Experts on Data Protection set up by the European
Committee on Legal Co-operation reported that new technologies are already straining
existing Guidelines on which most European legislation are based. The three new tech-
nologies said to pose such problems are telemetry, interactive media and electronic
mail' All these new technologies are available in Singapore in some form or another.
Telemetry - defined as the remote collection of personal data by automatic means -
involves such activities as identification of car licence plates, monitoring of use of public
uti l i t ies or television and so on.
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72' An example of interactive media43 would be the proposed Teleview or videotex
services' The banks have also offered such services to their customers. Such services
raise data protection problems because everytime a user initiates one of these services,
say, by buying an item, or watching a film or transferring a sum of money, he is in a
sense providing personal data about his activit ies, data which may be of great
commercial value not only to the service provider but atso to other data users.
73' Finally, electronic mail systems may also pose new problems because users of
such systems will be communicating more often than not in a confidential capacity and
the need for protection with respect to electronic mail becomes obvious.
74' Quite apart from having legislation which can take into account new
technological developments, another reason for having broad-based parent legislation
supported by sectorial secondary legislation is that there is no need to impose the same
obligations on every sector. Some sectors may need to have stricter duties while other
sectors can be lcft very much on their own. we examine this issue in the following
paragraphs.

75' Enough has been said to support the view that parent legislat ion should be
broad-based' In the main the primary statute should only state general principles and
set up the necessary insti tut ions. The nitty-grit ty guidelines ought to be contained in
secondary legislat ion which may be altered with the minimum of diff iculty.
MECT{4NISMS OF CONTROL
76' Given that data protection may be prohibitively expensive if undertaken on a
grand scale, the Sub-Committee considered whether there should only be selective
registration of (or notification by) data users based on the sensitivi$r of the personal
data stored by them. An effort should be made to ascertain what types of data may be
regarded as "sensitive" to the general public. Protection may be enhanced where such
data is either regarded as sensitive or where the consequences of misuse are great.
Records on employment, financial status, medical treatment are examples which would
undoubtedly be treated as "sensitiven. Grave consequences may also follow from
misuse' In the case of medical information, misuse of it may even be iife-threatening.
On the other hand, data held by individuals for recreation or personal domestic
Purposes should be totaily exempted from any form of control.
n. with respect to sensitive data which needs special protection, the
Sub-Committee considered several schemes of control: licensing, registration, notifica-
tion' There may only be differences of degree among these schemes. Licensing is seen as
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an all-encompassing process where all data users have to be licensed by a central

authority and where unlicenced users probably would face criminal sanctions. Regis-

tration may also have this feature in which case there is no distinction between the two.

Most European data protection laws have some form of licensing or registration' The

main problem with full-scale licensing or registration is that it requires massive man-

power and t ime to administer and maintain. This may be inversely ProPortionate to the

number of incidents of data abuse and may be unnecessary. On the other hand, a

notification procedure whereby data users simply send in minimal information about

their operations may be too lax to be effective. It is therefore felt that a combination of

control schemes be adopted registration for data users dealing with sensitive daia and

notification for the rest.

78. A notification-cum-registration scheme will need to distinguish between data

users who normally handle sensit ive information and those who do not. As mentioned

ea:l ier on, what constitutes'sensit ive information'needs to be defined. One may fol low

what the intemational guidelines have to say.44 However, that may not be sufficient.

The data protection authority should have the discretion and power to stipulate what

constitutes sensitive data for the purposes of data protection registration.

79. This option of having a notification-cum-registration should cut down the

administrative costs of a data protection agency. The work should be reduced further

by the total exemption from the legislat ion of manual records and personal domestic or

recreational records.

80. In terms bf sectorial analysis, Singapore may borrow from the experience of

other countries in determining where special attention should be paid. For example, in

the United Kingdom, special codes of conduct have been drawn uP for certain sectors.

These include:-

Education: school records, records of students in universities and

polytechnics;

Health: personal health information (including dental or mental health)

kept in hospitals or other medical institutions;

Advertising and Direct Marketing;

Employees'data: such data kept by companies or other govemmental

institutions.
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D AT A P ROT E CT ION INS TITUTIONS

81. If there should be a data protection agency, it has to be set up with the

following functions and consequential powers:
- to implement the legislat ive principles through their application to

sectorial codes of conduct:
- to supervise and maintain a "register" of data-users and to enforce the

statutory duties imposed on them;
- to provide data'subjects with the necessary information, advice and

avenues for complaint and to investigate such complaints;

- to enforce the rights of data subjects.

82. The search for a proper institution to operate as a data protection agency was

diff icult.  Several options were mooted:

(1 ) the Attorney-General's Chambers;

(2) an appropriate government ministry or department;

(3) the National Computer BoarQ

(4) an autonomous institution.

83. Of these options, Western countries have almost all accepted the fourth option

as the obvious choice. There must be no danger of a confl ict of interest arising between

the data protection agency and the data user. This cannot be guaranteed if  i t  is l inked in

any way to the data user.

U. The "totally autonomousn approach however is not universal. For example, it is

not followed in Japan. Indeed in Japan, the data protection functions are under a unit in

the Prime Minister's Office. This may be rationalised on the ground that the data

protection legislation cove$ only the public sector and that the Executive is accountable

to Parliament in any event. The Sub-Committee submits that siting the data protection

agency in a govemment ministry or department is not quite appropriate where the

legislation covers both sectors. Any discrepancy between the treatment of the two

sectors may lead to accusations of unfaimess and discrimination. This may be especially

so where the alleged offender is a government department or a related statutory

aSency.

85. Yet, given the acceptance of regulation and guidance from government

departments, it may still be a viable option provided that the data protection officials

exercise their duties fairly and impartially. The data protection agency could come
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under one of the relevant Ministries like the Ministry of Law or the Ministry of
Information & Arts.
86' In singapore, it is felt that the setting up of a special autonomous agency would
also be unnecessary given the relatively small size of the database industry and the
existence of reasonably independent statutory institutions. The Attorney-General,s
Chambers, by reason of its constitutional position, may indeed be a viable choice for
siting the data protection agency. However, there is also another appropriate statutory
body, namely the National Computer Board.
87' The National Computer Board is set up by statute as the main institution
responsible for co-ordinating national efforts relating to information technology.
Although it is technically under the Ministry of Finance, it operates very much on its
own and is under a duty to promote the acceptance of and use of information
technology in singapore.45 Th. National computer Board attempts to make
macroscoPic policies for information technology in Singapore. It may thus be in a good
position to perform data protection functions as it already provides technological
guidance to both public and private sectors.
88' This view may however be subject to the Board's own perception of its role: if it
l imits i t  to providing only technical know-how and not to enter at al l  into this area of
regulation, then it  may not be suitable. At the moment, i t  does not appear to have the
necessary expertise to carry out regulatory functions since its officers are recruited in
the main for technological purposes. The Board will certainly need to recruit other
tyPes of officers such as legal officers for it to perform regulatory duties effectively.
89' Even if the NCB is suitable, the enforcement of data protection taws require that
the agency charged with the duties be invested with sufficiently strong statutory
Powers of entry, search and seizure. Without such powers, the agency may not be able
to carry out its duties effectively. There may also be a need for powers of prosecution to
be conferred' This enforcement aspect may be beyond the capabilities of the NCB as it is
currently set up.

90' Whether the NCB or another statutory body is given the task to maintain a
regulatory framework' it is necessary that a Data Protection Appeals body should be set
up to hear appeals from decisions of the data protection agency. Both data subjects and
data users shoutd be able to appeat against adverse decisions. The constitution of such a
body should include judicial and legal officers as well as information technology profes-
sionals from all sectors.
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DATA SI{ARING

91. The Sub-Committee has already mentioned data-sharing above. The adverse

attitude to data-sharing may not be as pronounced in Singapore as in Europe. For

example, even an issue like having national identity cards may draw very negative re-

actions such as that demonstrated by the UK Data Protection Registrar. In a recent

PaPer on National ldentification Systems, the Registrar listed the very real benefits of
such systems but at the same time, noted the privacy concems affected. These include
the usual factors about wide replication of errors, using information out of context,
using such information for surveillance purposes and so on. The Registrar then con-

cludes that from a privacy and data protection viewpoint, 'the argumants suggest tlwt tlu

step [of hnving natioral idntity cnrds] should not be tnken.'46 Singaporeans do not have
such antagonism towards identity cards. It is probable therefore that there will also not
be much opposit ion to data-sharing even in the public sector.47

92. Even so, the Sub-Committee feels that data-sharing ought to be controlled by rules
which balance the interests of convenience and efficiency against the principles of in-
dividual privacy. In particular, the principle that the data subject should have knowl-
edge of, and consent to, data-sharing is vital.  Such a principle should be applied to any
information which is col lected in confidence and for designated purpos€S, €.g.r to apply
for a l icence or to obtain a loan from a f inancial insti tut ion.
93. Moreover, the principle should also apply wherever information of a sensit ive
nature is collected or processed even though the data subjects may not have consciously
given the information in response to a request. An example of this would be where data
subjects use their credit cards to buy goods or selices. The usage provides the data
users the credit card companies with useful information which was not consciously in-
tended by the data subjects to be conveyed to the data users for any purpose other than
obtaining credit on those cards.

94' The Sub-Committee's view is that consent of data subjects must be obtained
where the data user proposes to use confidential or sensitive information in a way not
intended by the data subject or not contemplated at the time the inLformation is origi-
nally collected. Existing prohibitions on data-sharing, especially irr the public sector
should be institutionalised and procedures streamlined to minimize inconvenience both
to data users and data subjects. It has mentioned the principle that data-sharing may be
permitted subject to conditions protecting the data from being userl in circumstances
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where the interests of the data subjects are prejudiced. In all sectorr, data-sharing
should only be al lowed either by specif ic laws or approved guidelines.
95. The Sub-Committee wishes to emphasize that it perceives the greatest danger to
data subjects to be in the sharing of data which may be entered for one puqpose and
used for another. Erroneous or inaccurate data may cause serious harm to the affected
data subjects. Besides this, wrong information also erodes the integrity and usefulness
of automated information systems.
95. The Sub-Committee paid special attention to this issue because in certain
respects, it is seen as a departure from accepted principles of data protection. The
sharing of information among data-bases without cross-matching data is unobjection-
able provided it  satisf ies the data protection principles. I t  is when the data is not only
shared but actually Processed to provide more composite details of the data subjects
that objections arise. Certain countries have introduced specific legislation to control the
cross-matching of personal information by compute.s.48 The Sub-Committee therefore
believes that data-sharing can be acceptable but cross-matching should be done only
under clear guidelines to prevent misuse in both sectors.
R/GHTS OF DATA SUB/ECiS

97. The Sub-Committee has suggested that the exist ing r ights of data subjects be
supported by the creation of addit ional r ights relating to access and amendment or
deletion of data held about them by data users. The rnison d'Afie for data protection laws
is the provision of rights to data subjects. The rights to be conferred in addition to the
existing legal rights are stated in the Individual Participation Principle (discussed in
para 32 above). Frequently the rights of access and amendment or deletion are
buttressed by either criminal sanctions, de-registration or damages against the
defaulting data users. Certain interrsts may however outweigh data subjects' rights.
98. In addition, the Sub-Committee proffe.rs the view that where it is not possible for an
self-contained institution to be set up, an aggrieved data subject should be allowed by
law to initiate, if necessary, civit and criminat proceedings against a data user who is in
breach of statutory rules or codes of conduct. These additional rights are premised on
the fact that individual data subjects will guard their interests keenly and where they
feel that the appointed agency is not protecting their interests, they ought to have
recourse to the courts. They already have certain rights at common-law based on
breach of confidence but these additional statutory rights will ensure a reasonable 

'

compromise between having to set up a totally autonomous data protection institution
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and having one which may be viewed as being under govemrnent control. Data users,
be they in the public or private sector, will be more cautious about breaching data pro-
tection rules. They cannot proceed on the basis that the data protection agency is not
likely to take action against them. A data subject, perhaps, coutd be given a statutory
right to damages or injunction against data users who are in breach of (or about to
breach) their obligations under the data protection laws.
EXEMPT/ONS

99' The Sub-Committee acknowledges, as does overseas legislation, that a right of
access to data may be subject to other interests. Thus, there can be no right of access to
data which are kept fon-

-the prevention or detection of crime;
-national security purposes;
-foreign relations purposes.

Further, there should be no duty to disclose information which may affect national eco-
nomic interests or which is not at present al lowed under other laws.
100. All  national legislat ion on data protection accept that there must be exceptions
to the obligations of disclosure. The interests of data subjects may be overridden by
those interests affecting national security or public safety. Thus, a suspect should not be
allowed to gain access to information about an on-going investigation into his al leged
criminal activit ies. To al low this may hamper the administration of justice to an unac-
ceptabf e degree. Afortiori, where data conceming foreign relations or economic interests
are concemed, there should be no duty to register or disclose such data. The present
restrictions on disclosure for privileged documents, for example, must also be noted.

END OF PAPER

(Footnotes on next page)

* * * * * * * *
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FOOTNOTES

I  The members ore: Assoc prof chin ry (NUs, choirmon;, Mr Jeffrey chon (A-G
Chombers), Mr Dovid Hew (Advocoie & Solici lor), Mr Ton Chee Meng (A-G Chomoers,
Secretory), Mr Lee Kwok Cheong (NCB).
2 the NotionolComputer Boord in its Yeorbook 1988/9 documents on ostonishing
growlh in fhe use of compulers in ollsecfors. In lhe pubtic seclor, the Civil Service
Computerisotion Progromme (cscP) is in fullswing: exomples of oncillory progrommes
eilher plonned or in etfect ore lD Nef, Dolo Adminslrotion progromme, Teleview. In the
privole seclor, TRADENET (which of course olso involves public sector deporlments),
MediNet, SECP ore ol lexomples of on ever- growing wove of compulerizol ion.
lntroduclion of eleclronic rood pricing moy olso offect lhe privocy of individuots os their
journeys ore monilored.
3 Low Reform Commission Report 22, Vols I -3 (.|983), hereinofler referred to os ALRC 22.
4 RtRc 22,  yot  t ,  poro I  18,
5 However, some Eostern Europeon countries, e.g., Hungory, olreody hove drofts of
doto proiection tegistotion.
6 lhe mosl inf luenfiol inlernolionolinstrument is lhe Councitof Europe convenrion.
Treoty . |08 

which is bosed on the OECD Guidelines on the protecl ion of privocy ond
Tronsborder Frows of personor Doro, effective 23 sept r 9g0,
7 For instonce, persons surveyed on whot they eol moy give rnore cosuolonswers
which moy be unsuiloble for heolth insuronce purposes.
8 See Art I 2, Council of Europe Convention, Treoty I Og, l ggl .
9 unlike the esloblished professions occountonls, doclors, engineers, ond lowyers, ir b
not eosy lo decide whof types of computer personnetshould be subject to professionol
rules of conduct' However, il moy be betler lo opprooch the subjecf nol from lhe
personnetperspeclive bul from the nofure of lhe informofion kept,
l0 ux Report of the commillee on Doto protection, 1g7g, HMso cmnd 7341, p xix.
1l The Doto Protectton Act lgu UAdefines doto os informofion recorded in o form in
which il con be processed by equipmenf operoling oulomoficoily in response to
inslruclions given for fhot purpose: s I (2) The lrish legistotion defines doto more broodty
os informotion in o form in which it con be procesed (Doto protecilon Act lggg
lrelond)
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l2 Tne Austrolion Privocy Act 1988 (No. I l9) is on exomple of o foirly wide piece of

legislolion. Even so, if is limited to personol informotion os defined in s 6(l ).
l3 See, Potrick Birkinshow, Freedom of Informstlon, 1988 (wiedenfield & Nicholson). The

informolton need not be obout the individuolseeking disclosure. ll moy be on o motler

of public inleresl, e.9., decisions mode lo build schools efc.
l4 Austrolio hos o Freedom of Informotion Act ond o Privocy Acf.
I 5 See Govison, Prtvocy & fhe Limits of tow, (19S0) 89 Yote U 421 .
16 Tnis definiiion is inleresting: (o) it does not opply lo legol persons ond (b) it does not

require thot lhe informotion be given by the individuol. lt moy be lhe resull of

surveil lonce.
'l 7 See olso, the definition in lhe US Privocy Acf 1974 which includes voice-prinfs ond
phologrophs.

18 tnis lerm refers fo ony person, including corpo:cte persons, who r-ses personol

informoiion.
l9 tt is nol in'lended here lo review lhe low in ils fullest detoil. Such on exercise moy odd
substlnl iol ly lo the length of lhe reporl.  Excellent legolwoks, port iculorly on lhe

comi'non-low remedies ore plentiful.  Only on outl ine of lhe problems under exist ing low

wil l  be given.
20 Rtt references to Singopore slotutes ore bosed on the 1985 edition unless otherwise

sloled.
2l See seclion 5(t )(iv), Officiot Secrets Acf, Cop 213.
22 Section 47, Subseclion (4) provicles for quthorised disclosures, The phrose relevonf
porliculors is wide enough fo cover personoldeloils of cusfomers, e.9., his credit slotus,
ossets, debfs ond so on.
23 Cotin Topper, Computer tow, 4 ed. (1989) Longmons, p 359,
24 See olso, Legol& ConslitulionolCommittee,40th. Reporl lo Porlioment (Victorio),
Privocy & Breoch of Conftdence (Moy l99O).
25 See Evidence Act, sectiors 123-129.
26 Annex lo Recommendotion of the councit,  sept 23, 1980, oEcD poris 1981.
27 tne fulllitle is Councilof Europe Convention for the Protection of lndividuots with
regord lo lhe Aulomofic Processing of personot Dolo. The lreoty wos open for
signofures on 28 Jon l98l .Ihe Explonofory Noles to fhe Convenfion (ot poro 24) stressed
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the poinl lhot lhe Convenlron wos nof prefoced by the word Europeon becouse it wos

inlended lo ollow olher non- Europeon slotes to occede lo il,
28 Source: November .l989, TronsnotionolDolo Report.
29 tna,r2.
3o Art g, r 2.
3l These Guidelines ore reproduced in Tronsnolionol Doto Reporl, November .|989.

32 Countries which olreody hove dolo prolection legislolion or privocy legislotion:
Auslrio, Conodo, Denmork, Finlond, Fronce, Germony, lcelond, Luxembourg, Norwoy,
Sweden, UK, USA, Auslrolio, lrelond, Jopon ond lhe Nelherlonds recenlly enocted similor
legislofion.
33 tne lotesl ovoilobte Toble is provided in Tronsnotiorr,ol Doto Reporl, Feb 1990, ol p 25.
Aboul lhirty countries eilher hove legislofion or oboul lo propose legislolion, This figure
does nol include Slote legislolion in lhe cose of Federol republics like Germony ond lhe

us.
34 Articte 3, ch 2 (FundomenlolFreedoms ond Righls) Other countries with constitulionol
provisions ore: Spoin, Portugol, Netherlonds, Austrio.
35 See TDR, Feb .|990, p 26.
36 Tne UK legislolion oppeors lo hove f his problem: s I (SXc) is on exlremely involved
provision.
37 lt would be differenl if the subscriber purposely lokes his number oul of the phone

book. In such o cose, he hos indicoted o desire to treol such informolion os
confidentiol.
38 ProfessorlsuyoshiHiromolsu, JoponAdopts Privocy Protectlon Act, Feb 1989,
Tronsnotionol Dolo Reporf, 22 ot p 24,
39 Hong Kong oppeors lo hove odopted lhis opprooch: TDR, Feb 1990.
40 Ton Chin Nom, Choirmon (NCB), NCB Yeorbook 1988/89, p,7.
41 tnis is sonctioned by Art l2 of lhe Council of Europe Convention.
42 Cotin Topper, Computer Low, 3 ed., p l3l .
43 lhis term is defined os on outomofic dolo-procesing syslem which con be occessed
by o user who then'inlerocts'wilh il, i.e,, hos o diologue with if . (This is different from
lelelexl where lhe user con only receive ond nol send dolo.)
44 See obove, poros. 35,39 os lo types of sensilive doto.
45 Seclion I t (l Xj) NCB Acf. os omended by Acf Supp 35/1989.
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